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as compared with 49,221 for the same period 
last year. The attendance on the eight Sundays 
of these two months was 21,737 as against 
22,470 for nine Sundays in 1905. 

The Arrangement of Collections in the 
New Building. 

THE 
following questions, based on reports 

which have gained currency regarding the 
intentions of the Building Committee, have been 
asked by certain well-wishers of the Museum, and 
are here answered by authority of the President 
of the Trustees : 

Is the collection of casts to be banished from 
the Museum, or so placed in the Museum build- 
ing as not to be easily accessible to the public ? 

No proposition to banish casts from the new 
Museum building is or ever has been approved 
by the Trustees or by any committee of them ; 
nor is it proposed by the Trustees or by any 
committee so to place the collection of casts as 
not to be readily accessible to the public. 

Is the collection of Greek vases to be kept 
intact in its chronological order? 

The plans of the Building Committee permit 
the collection of Greek vases to be kept intact, 
as at present, in the new building. 

Is the Morse Collection to be broken up ? 
No proposition to break up the Morse Collec- 

tion of Japanese Pottery is, or ever has been, 
entertained by the Trustees or any committee 
of them. 

Good progress is being made with the plans, 
and the Building Committee hope to publish precise 
information regarding them at an early day. 

Gift of the Ross Collection. 

DR. 
DENMAN W. ROSS announced at the 

last meeting of the Committee of the Trustees 
on the Museum, of which body he is a member, his 

gift of all objects in the Museum which are now 
lent by him. Dr. Ross' name is already closely 
associated with the collection of Japanese pottery 
and the textile collection which he has enriched by 
hundreds of remarkable pieces, and many other 

departments, including the Library and photo- 
graph collections, bear witness also to his judg- 
ment and liberality. The present gift comprises 
his well-known series of Japanese prints, more 
than eighteen hundred in number and of ex- 

ceptional quality ? in fact, one of the chief col- 
lections in the world. Nearly one hundred Oriental 

paintings are also included, among which are 
works of Chinese, Japanese and Thibetan artists, 
all of excellent quality. Besides these are many 
Japanese metal sword-guards, bronze vessels, and 

pieces of wood-work. In other directions there 
are three paintings by Monet, a Philippe de 

Champaigne, a sketch by Tiepolo, a few water- 

colors (two by J. M. W. Turner), and some 
beautiful Persian illuminations. 

The collection, which consists of more than 
twenty-one hundred pieces in all, is a worthy 
mark of Dr. Ross* knowledge and taste no less 
than of his devotion to the Museum. Illustrations 
of some of the most important of the objects 
will appear in the next Bulletin. 

Sculpture in the New Japanese 
Cabinet. 

THE 
western public has not been enabled, 

hitherto, to come face to face with Japanese 
sculpture in the same degree of intimacy as with 
the paintings. The difficulty in collecting great 
specimens of sculpture lies in the fact that almost 
all of them are objects of worship, guarded with 
religious care in the temples and monasteries, and 
less liable to change ownership than other works 
of art. Moreover sculpture does not offer the 
same facility of transportation as the kakemono 
or other' smaller works of art. Collectors have 
hesitated to subject the delicate wooden images to 
the hardships of long sea voyages. So far the 
sculptor's art of Japan is known chiefly through the 
ivory netsu\es and bronze ornaments belonging 
to later periods, objects interesting for their clever- 
ness of execution, but not deserving the name of 
sculpture in its highest sense. Our Museum is 
now fortunate enough to contain a number of 

representative pieces of sculpture, but the collection 
is still insignificant compared to its wealth of lacquers 
and paintings. 

The recent acquisition of sculpture in the new 

Japanese cabinet is the beginning of an attempt to 
form a systematic collection of the plastic art of the 
east. 

The development of sculpture in Japan follows 
the same movements as those of paintings, to which 
we referred in the February Bulletin. The first 
movement is found in the Asuka style, named from 
the early capital of Japan, before its removal to 
Nara. Remains are to be seen in Asuka, but 

especially in the ancient monastery of Horiuji, near 
Nara. These works, which reflect the early ideals 
of Chinese sculpture of the Hang and the Six 

Dynasties, culminate in the school of Toribusshi in 
the seventh century, and are wonderful in their 

spirituality. The second movement was born out 
of the influence of Indian art on China in the Tang 
dynasty (618-907 A. D.). In Japan it produced 
four distinct expressions. 

The first is the Nara school (700-800 A. D.). 
This was an age of great activity in sculpture. Its 

highest achievements are to be seen in the colossal 
bronzes of the Yukushi Trinity of Yakushiji and 
the Sakya Buddha of Kanimanji. This immense 
statue of Roshana Buddha of Nara, sixty feet high, 
is not only the largest cast bronze image in the 

world, but would stand as high in artistic excel- 
lence were it not that its head and hand were 
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BiSHAMON 
Heian Period 9th.Century 

(Japanese) 

destroyed by fire and repaired in a degenerate age 
of sculpture two centuries ago. The artists of the 
Nara period worked in wood, in ^anAi?su (a 
paste made of lacquer and powdered wood) and 
in sozo (a mixture of clay, mica, and paper fibre). 
Of statues made from the last mentioned material 
we have two excellent copies in our lacquer room, 
the Shitenno of Kaidanin and the Boten of San- 
gatsudo. Of the originals of this period we have 
now acquired a small bronze statuette of Kwannon 
of the early eighth century, which will soon be on 
exhibition. 

The second school is known as the Heian 
(800-900), from the old name of the capital which 
was then founded and now known as Kioto. In 
the Heian period Japan was trying to cut away 
the bonds imposed by the Buddhist hierarchy of 
Nara. This was made possible by the rise of a 
new school of Buddhism developing the Esoteric 
doctrine, which recognized the temporal sovereign 
as the spiritual head of the realm. In art the re- 
action from the effeminacy and conventionalities 
which marked the decadence of the Nara style 
was manifested in the vigorous, simple treatment 
of the Heian sculptors. The Esoteric doctrine 
enabled the latter to conceive the Buddhists* deity 
not as an abstract idealization, but as a mystic sym- 
bolization of the sculptors* imaginations. Thus their 
art becomes more human in its aspect than that of 

their predecessors. The statue of Bishamon which 
we reproduce here is a specimen of this period. 
It is of wood, three feet ten inches in height, and 
is exhibited in the left corner of the new Japanese 
cabinet ; it is No. VII in the catalogue of the ob- 
jects which is appended to this Bulletin. Bisha- 
mon is one of the four guardians of heaven, 
somewhat corresponding to the Christian arch- 
angels. Standing on a demon, he is watching, 
spear in hand, over the affairs of the world. The 
statue is archaic in form but is full of vigor. Origi- 
nally it was highly colored, the thick coating of 

gesso is still to be seen in the interstices of the 
drapery. The work is of the middle of the ninth 
century and was probaby executed at Koyasan, the 
great seat of Esoteric Buddhism. 

The third school is called the Fujiwara (900~ 
1200), from an aristocratic family of that name 
which exercised power for? three centuries as 
hereditary chief ministers of the Mikado until it 
was replaced by the military regents of Japan, 
the so-called Shogunate, in the end of the twelfth 
century. During this epoch Japan is cut off from 
the influence of China and begins in a self-centered 
spirit to realize her own individual traits in art and 
literature. The abruptness and simplicity of the 
Heian school gives place to delicacy and refine- 
ment. In the Daiitoku-Miowo, a three-faced 
image (No. XIII in the catalogue), we have a 

FUDO 
Fujiwara Period 12th Century 

(Japanese) 
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JIZO 
Fujiwara Period 12th Century 

(Japanese) 
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splendid representation of Fujiwara sculpture of 
the tenth century. The gold Amidha (No. 
XIII in the catalogue) is also a fine specimen 
of the twelfth century. We have reproduced 
the image of the Bodhisatva Jizo (No. XI, 2 
feet, 7 inches in height). The figure is seated 
on a chair ; with one hand he confers a benedic- 
tion and in the other he holds the Chintamani 
jewel, the symbol of life. Jizo is an angel of 

mercy whose mission is to alleviate suffering, and is 
a special protector of children. Great delicacy is 
to be seen in the face and the figure. The work 
is of the early twelfth century. Another statue of 
the same school, a few decades later, is that of Fudo 
(No. IX : height, 3 feet, 8 inches), reproduced 
on the same page with the Bishamon. Fudo, or 

W^'"r;ir.r#gJ| 

SEISHI (One of the Amidha Trinity) 
Kamakura Period 13th Century 

(Japanese) 

the Immovable (the Sancrit Achala), represents 
the strength of the will which conquers selfish- 
ness. Here he stands on the adamant rock of 
self-realization, in his left hand holding a cord with 
which he binds wickedness, and in his right a 
sword with which he cleaves through weakness. 
Out of his body rises a fire consuming the carnal 
desires. (The blade of the sword in this piece is 

lost.) 
The fourth school is known as the Kamakura 

(1200-1400), from the name of the city where 
the first line of Shoguns exerted their power. 

This period is a transition from the second move- 
ment of Eastern Asiatic art to the third movement, 
which begins in China in the Sung dynasty and 
reaches its maturity in Japan in the Ashikaga mas- 
ters of the fifteenth century. Here we see on one 
hand the rise of individualistic feeling, which in 

sculpture is marked by the development of portrait 
statues, the result of hero worship in a feudal age. 
On the other hand, we have the survival of the 

Fujiwara style reaching out to more tender and 

religious feeling. The Kamakura period, full of 
strife and feuds, sought refuge in the infinite 

mercy of the divine. As the Madonna became 
the central object of worship in Mediaeval Europe, 
so the Kwannon grew to be specially adored by 
the Japanese. The Kwannon (Avalokiteswara) 
is the angel of mercy who leads the faithful soul 
into the Western Heaven ? the paradise of golden 
light where the Amidha Buddha resides. A beau- 
tiful Kwannon of the fourteenth century is to be 
seen in the statue (No. XIV : height, 3 feet, 2 

inches). We reproduce finally a head of a 
Seishi Bosatsu (No. II) which forms a part of an 
Amidha Trinity, to be seen in the Cabinet on the 
left hand side. In the group, Kwannon is bend- 

ing forward with extended hands to receive the 
soul into paradise. In the centre is Amidha in the 
act of blessing. The Boditsava Seishi is making 
obeisance to the newly arrived spirit. Her face 
will be seen to be of exceptional beauty. 

Catalogue of Objects in the New 

Japanese Cabinet. 

I. KlNGS OF Hades. A Japanese painting 
of the end of the thirteenth century, representing 
five of the ten Kings of the Buddhistic Inferno on 
their judgment seats. Within the halos near them 
are depicted the Buddhas and Bodhisatvas, of 
whom these Kings are manifestations. On the 

right of the picture are shown some of the torments 
of the damned. The picture was originally one of 
a pair, the missing one of which represented the 
other five Kings. 

II, III, IV. Amidha Trinity. Gilded 
wooden images of Amidha Buddha (3) and the 
Bodhisatvas or angels, Kwannon (2), and Seishi 

(4). Amidha is Buddha of the Western Paradise. 
Kwannon is represented as holding out his hands 
to receive the soul of the faithful one into Paradise, 
Seishi as making obeisance to it, and Amidha as 

blessing it. The two Bodhisatvas are fine works 
of the latter half of the thirteenth century, the 
Amidha of the beginning of the fourteenth cen- 

tury, Japanese. Although often represented with 
feminine attributes, especially in the later schools of 
art, Kwannon and Seishi are primarily youths ap- 
proaching manhood. [See p. 14.] 

V. SoNSHO-MANDARA. A Japanese paint- 
ing of the beginning of the fourteenth century, 
representing the mystic symbolism of the Esoteric 
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